Polymeric micelles for targeted tumor therapy of platinum anticancer drugs.
Platinum anticancer drugs are effective against a wide range of tumors, though their severe adverse effects and resistance remain unresolved. A breakthrough in these drawbacks could be achieved by using polymeric micelles, i.e. nanoassemblies having a drug loaded core and a protective hydrophilic shell, incorporating platinum drugs for tumor-targeted delivery. Areas covered: The development of cisplatin- (NC-6004) and DACHPt-loaded micelles (NC-4016) has been reviewed, particularly, from the viewpoint of the effect of their structural features on the tumor-targeting efficacy. We have also described new approaches for molecular targeting by installing ligand moieties on the surface of micelles. Moreover, small platinum drugs and platinum drug-loaded nanocarriers are introduced to explain the context for developing platinum drug-loaded polymeric micelles. Expert opinion: NC-6004 and NC-4016 micelles meet critical structural and functional requirements for achieving safe and effective tumor targeting, enhancing efficacy even against drug resistant cancer cells, and have been translated into human studies, aiming to be the first-of-their-kind in the clinic. Due to their flexible design, polymeric micelles could readily integrate new features based on the knowledge arising from the human clinical trials toward the development of innovative formulations with superior performance.